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ABSTRACT
Physical models of X-ray binary outbursts can aid in understanding the origin of ‘changing-look’
active galactic nuclei (AGN), if we can establish that these two black hole accretion phenomena are
analogous. Previously, studies of the correlation between the UV-to-X-ray spectral index αOX and
Eddington ratio using single-epoch observations of changing-look AGN samples have revealed possible
similarities to the spectral evolution of outbursting X-ray binaries. However, direct comparisons using
multi-epoch UV/X-ray light curves of individual changing-look AGN undergoing dramatic changes
in Eddington ratio have been scarce. Here, we use published Swift UV/X-ray light curves of two
changing-look AGN (NGC 2617 and ZTF18aajupnt) to examine the evolution of their αOX values
during outburst. We show that the combination of these two changing-look AGN can trace out the
predicted spectral evolution from X-ray binary outbursts, including the inversion in the evolution
of αOX as a function of Eddington ratio. We suggest that the spectral softening that is observed
to occur below a critical Eddington ratio in both AGN and X-ray binaries is due to reprocessing
of Comptonized X-ray emission by the accretion disk, based on the X-ray to UV reverberation lags
previously observed in NGC 2617. Our results suggest that the physical processes causing the changing-
look AGN phenomenon are similar to those in X-ray binary outbursts.
Keywords: galaxies: active, quasars: emission lines, quasars: general
1. INTRODUCTION
Although active galactic nuclei (AGN) are famously
variable at nearly all wavelengths (e.g., Ulrich et al.
1997), discoveries of new and rare AGN variability phe-
nomena have been rapidly increasing. Detection of un-
usual AGN variability using light curves from wide-field
time-domain imaging surveys has enabled rapid multi-
wavelength follow-up observations, which can character-
ize and unveil the origin of these phenomena. Amongst
Corresponding author: John J. Ruan
john.ruan@mcgill.ca
these discoveries are many dozens of ‘changing-look
AGN’, which display a characteristic sudden appearance
or disappearance of their optical broad emission lines,
often accompanied by dramatic photometric variability
(e.g., >1 mag in the optical) (e.g., Shappee et al. 2014;
Denney et al. 2014; McElroy et al. 2016; Parker et al.
2016; Trakhtenbrot et al. 2019; Katebi et al. 2018). Sim-
ilar behavior has also been observed in AGN at higher
redshifts and luminosities (e.g., LaMassa et al. 2015;
Ruan et al. 2016; Runnoe et al. 2016; MacLeod et al.
2016; Gezari et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2018; Wang et al.
2018; MacLeod et al. 2019; Graham et al. 2019a; Sheng
et al. 2019; Frederick et al. 2019), and these objects have
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been referred to as ‘changing-look quasars’1. Since the
broad line gas in AGN is photoionized by the UV contin-
uum, the appearance/disappearance of the broad emis-
sion lines occurs in tandem with dramatic variations in
the UV/optical continuum, with a time-lag that is con-
sistent with expectations from reverberation mapping
studies (Trakhtenbrot et al. 2019). However, many as-
pects of the changing-look AGN phenomena remain un-
explained.
A still-puzzling property of changing-look AGN is the
surprisingly short timescales of just a few years for their
dramatic transformations. Nearly all observational tests
have now disfavored transient dust obscuration or nu-
clear tidal disruption events as the source of the ob-
served fading/brightening of the broad emission lines
and continuum emission (LaMassa et al. 2015; Ruan
et al. 2016; Runnoe et al. 2016; MacLeod et al. 2016;
Hutsemékers et al. 2017; Sheng et al. 2017; Yang et al.
2018; Stern et al. 2018; MacLeod et al. 2019; Hutsemék-
ers et al. 2019; Dexter et al. 2019a). Instead, dramatic
changes intrinsic to the accretion flow of changing-look
AGN, such as those associated with accretion state tran-
sitions commonly observed in outbursting X-ray bina-
ries (e.g., Homan & Belloni 2005; Remillard & McClin-
tock 2006; Done et al. 2007), can cause the luminosity
of the accretion disk to change dramatically. This in
turn can cause the broad emission lines to appear or
disappear, especially in some models where the broad
line region gas is associated with winds from a lumi-
nous accretion disk (e.g., Murray et al. 1995; Murray
& Chiang 1997; Elitzur & Ho 2009; Elitzur et al. 2014;
Elvis 2017). Intriguingly, multi-epoch observations of
changing-look AGN often show that they cross a crit-
ical bolometric Eddington ratio of Lbol/LEdd ∼ 10−2
during their dramatic transformations (MacLeod et al.
2019; Ruan et al. 2019), approximately where accretion
state transitions are often observed to occur in X-ray
binaries (e.g., Maccarone 2003). This could be consis-
tent with a scenario in which changing-look AGN are
undergoing accretion state transitions (e.g., between a
luminous thin disk in the high-luminosity/soft-spectrum
state and a radiatively inefficient accretion flow in the
low-luminosity/hard-spectrum state), analogous to X-
ray binary outbursts. However, state transitions in X-
ray binaries are observed to occur over timescales of
∼days, and a simple scaling of this transition time from
stellar mass black holes to supermassive black holes sug-
1 Since changing-look AGN and changing-look quasars detected
in optical spectroscopy are both likely to be undergoing similar
physical changes, we will collectively refer to all these objects as
‘changing-look AGN’ here in this paper.
gests that analogous transitions would occur in AGN
over timescales of ∼105 years. Due to this large discrep-
ancy between the observed timescales for changing-look
AGN and the expected timescales for state transitions
in AGN, it is unclear whether the changing-look AGN
phenomenon is analogous to X-ray binary outbursts.
Many theoretical models have been proposed to ex-
plain the short timescales for the dramatic transforma-
tions in changing-look AGN. Stern et al. (2018) empha-
size that the observed timescales are most consistent
with the thermal or heating/cooling front propagation
timescale (∼1 yr). Disk truncation, often invoked to
interpret accretion state transitions in X-ray binaries,
would occur on the much longer viscous timescale (∼400
yr). This argument would be consistent with the model
detailed in Ross et al. (2018), in which the UV contin-
uum in luminous changing-look AGN can change dra-
matically due to a change in torques across the inner
disk, which then causes a cooling/heating front to prop-
agate radially into the outer disk. Śniegowska & Czerny
(2019) instead suggest that for changing-look AGN at
Lbol/LEdd ∼ 10−2, a radiation pressure instability at the
boundary between the inner advection dominated accre-
tion flow (ADAF; Narayan & Yi 1994) and the truncated
thin disk can cause the accretion rate and luminosity to
vary dramatically. Dexter & Begelman (2019b) propose
that variability timescales in all quasars can decrease
if their accretion disks are geometrically thick, which
may occur in the case of strong magnetic pressure sup-
port. Noda & Done (2018) argue that at least some
changing-look AGN are indeed undergoing state tran-
sitions similar to X-ray binaries, and strong radiation
and/or magnetic pressure in the disk shortens the transi-
tion timescales to the observed timescales of a few years.
Our results here are consistent with this state transition
interpretation, based on comparing the observed UV-
to-X-ray spectral energy distribution (SED) changes in
changing-look AGN to X-ray binary outbursts.
Since the hallmark of accretion state transitions in
X-ray binaries is the characteristic evolution of their
SED as a function of luminosity, we can test whether
changing-look AGN are analogous to X-ray binary out-
bursts by comparing the evolution of their thin accretion
disk and Comptonized coronal emission as a function of
Eddington ratio. In X-ray binaries, the thin disk emis-
sion peaks in the soft X-rays, while the Comptonized
emission dominates the hard X-rays. The evolution of
their X-ray hardness is thus a probe of the geometry
of their disk-corona systems during state transitions.
For AGN, the thin disk emission is thought to peak in
the UV, while the Comptonized emission dominates the
X-rays. Thus, the UV-to-X-ray spectral index (αOX;
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Tananbaum et al. 1979) probes the disk-corona geome-
try in AGN, and is analogous to the X-ray hardness in
X-ray binaries. In this way, comparisons of the observed
evolution of αOX in changing-look AGN to the evolution
of the X-ray hardness in outbursting X-ray binaries can
reveal whether the accretion flows in these two phenom-
ena are undergoing analogous changes.
Previously, single-epoch UV and X-ray observations
of samples of AGN (including changing-look AGN) have
suggested that they may display similar spectral evolu-
tion as X-ray binaries. For X-ray binaries fading from
outburst, their X-ray spectra are observed to harden as
their bolometric Eddington ratios decrease from near-
Eddington to Lbol/LEdd ∼ 10−2. This spectral hard-
ening has been interpreted as resulting from the pro-
gressive evaporation of the inner disk (Esin et al. 1997),
resulting in an inner ADAF that is surrounded by a
truncated thin disk. As the X-ray binary further fades
below Eddington ratios of Lbol/LEdd . 10−2, the X-ray
spectra are often observed to soften (e.g., Ebisawa et
al. 1994; Revnivtsev et al. 2000; Tomsick et al. 2001;
Corbel et al. 2004; Kalemci et al. 2005; Wu & Gu 2008;
Russell et al. 2010; Homan et al. 2013; Kalemci et al.
2013; Kajava et al. 2016; Plotkin et al. 2017), creating
a characteristic ‘V-shape’ inversion in the evolution of
the X-ray hardness as a function of Lbol/LEdd (see e.g.,
Figure 1 of Sobolewska et al. 2011a). If changing-look
AGN are undergoing accretion state transitions analo-
gous to X-ray binary outbursts, they would be expected
to follow a similar V-shape inversion in the evolution of
their αOX values as a function of Lbol/LEdd. For sam-
ples of AGN above Lbol/LEdd & 10−2, previous single-
epoch UV/X-ray observations have consistently revealed
a positive correlation between αOX and Lbol/LEdd (e.g.,
Vignali et al. 2003; Strateva et al. 2005; Steffen et al.
2006; Just et al. 2007; Grupe et al. 2010; Jin et al. 2012;
Wu et al. 2012; Vagnetti et al. 2013; Trichas et al. 2013).
This positive correlation implies a hardening of the SED
as Lbol/LEdd decreases towards ∼10−2, and is consistent
with the right side of the V-shape evolution of αOX that
is expected from X-ray binaries. However, the left side
of this V-shape evolution, in which the SED softens be-
low Lbol/LEdd . 10−2, has been difficult to observe in
AGN due to a variety of issues. Ruan et al. (2019) used
single-epoch UV/X-ray observations of a sample of faded
changing-look AGN with current Lbol/LEdd ∼ 10−2 to
∼10−3.5 to show that their αOX is anti-correlated with
Lbol/LEdd. This negative correlation implies a soften-
ing of the SED below Lbol/LEdd . 10−2, consistent with
the left side of the V-shape evolution of αOX expected
from X-ray binaries (see their Figure 3). That work not
only suggests that the disk-corona geometry of changing-
look AGN is analogous to X-ray binary outbursts, but
more generally extends the AGN/X-ray binary analogy
to Lbol/LEdd . 10−2.
Ideally, this comparison between the spectral evolu-
tion of changing-look AGN and X-ray binary outbursts
would be performed using multi-epoch UV and X-ray
light curves of individual changing-look AGN as they
undergo large changes in Lbol/LEdd, rather than previ-
ous studies that relied on single-epoch observations of
AGN samples that span a wide range in Lbol/LEdd. Us-
ing light curves of individual AGN avoids complications
inherent to AGN samples, such as the additional effects
of differences in black hole mass, dust obscuration, and
inclination between the objects in a sample. However,
well-sampled UV/X-ray light curves of changing-look
AGN are scarce, so the predicted V-shape evolution of
their αOX values has not been unambiguously demon-
strated in an individual AGN. The most intriguing re-
sults so far are based on the fading of the changing-
look AGN Mrk 1018 (McElroy et al. 2016). Husemann
et al. (2016) use multi-epoch XMM-Newton and Swift
optical/UV/X-ray observations during the fading of this
AGN to show that the fading is stronger in the UV than
in the X-ray. Based on an independent analysis of these
data, Noda & Done (2018) point out that this result im-
plies a hardening of the SED as the Lbol/LEdd decreases
towards ∼10−2, which is consistent with the AGN mov-
ing down the right side of the V-shape inversion that
is associated with accretion state transitions in X-ray
binaries. However, no light curves of individual AGN
have yet revealed the predicted SED softening below
Lbol/LEdd . 10−2 (i.e., moving along the left side of the
V-shape inversion).
Here, we use published Neil Gehrels Swift Observa-
tory (Gehrels et al. 2004) UV/X-ray light curves of two
changing-look AGN (NGC 2617 and ZTF18aajupnt) un-
dergoing dramatic transformations to investigate their
αOX evolution. The original investigations that obtained
these Swift observations yielded several interesting sci-
ence results, but they did not probe the αOX evolution
as a function of Eddington ratio in detail. The outline
of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we describe the
published Swift UV and X-ray observations of the two
changing-look AGN during outburst, and our further
analysis of the light curves. In Section 3, we present the
evolution of their αOX as a function of Eddington ratio,
compare these observations to X-ray binary outbursts,
and describe a reprocessing-based interpretation of the
results. We briefly conclude in Section 4. Throughout
this work, we assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology with
Ωm = 0.309, ΩΛ = 0.691, and H0 = 67.7 km s−1 Mpc−1
(Bennett et al. 2014).
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Figure 1. X-ray and UV light curves of the outburst of
NGC 2617, as observed by Swift and based on fluxes reported
by Shappee et al. (2014). The 2500 Å (blue points) and 2 keV
(red points) luminosities are shown. Gaussian process fits to the
two light curves are also shown (red and blue lines), along with
their 1σ uncertainties (red and blue shaded regions). During the
initial brightening of the outburst in both the UV and X-rays (be-
tween MJD of approximately 55520 and 55530), the X-ray emis-
sion brightens by a larger factor than the UV. This is indicative
of a hardening of the UV-to-X-ray spectral index αOX as the UV
Eddington ratio increases. A similar trend is seen during the fad-
ing (between MJD of approximately 55540 and 55550), where the
X-ray emission fades by a larger factor than the UV, indicative of
a softening of αOX as the UV Eddington ratio decreases.
2. ARCHIVAL SWIFT OBSERVATIONS OF TWO
OUTBURSTING CHANGING-LOOK AGN
2.1. Light curves of NGC 2617
NGC 2617 is a nearby Seyfert 2 galaxy at z =
0.0142 that underwent an outburst in 2012, before slowly
fading. Shappee et al. (2014) obtained well-sampled
multi-epoch Swift X-ray and UV/optical observations
throughout the outburst, producing light curves that
span the initial rise and the subsequent decay (see Fig-
ure 1). The main focus of the investigation by Shappee
et al. (2014) was the robust detection of time-lags be-
tween the X-ray, UV, and optical light curves. They
found that the X-ray emission leads the UV/optical by a
time-lag of a few days, suggestive of a model in which the
X-ray emission from a central source is reprocessed by
the accretion disk to produce the UV/optical emission.
Here, we use these published observations of NGC 2617
to instead investigate its SED evolution (based on αOX)
as a function of Eddington ratio throughout its outburst.
We use the contemporaneous Swift XRT (Burrows et
al. 2005) and UVOT (Roming et al. 2005) light curves
obtained and reduced by Shappee et al. (2014) to calcu-
late αOX, which is defined as
αOX = − log(λL2500Å)− log(νL2keV)
log(ν2500Å)− log(ν2keV)
+ 1. (1)
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Figure 2. X-ray and UV light curve of ZTF18aajupnt during
its outburst, as observed by Swift and based on fluxes reported by
Frederick et al. (2019). The 2500 Å (blue points) and 2 keV (red
points) luminosities are shown. While the UV disk emission is
fading from its peak, the Comptonized X-ray emission brightens,
indicative of a hardening in its SED as the UV Eddington ratio
decreases.
To calculate the 2 keV X-ray luminosity (νL2keV) at each
epoch of observations during the outburst, we use the
unabsorbed F (0.3− 10keV) flux and X-ray photon in-
dex Γ at each epoch reported by Shappee et al. (2014),
assuming the power-law spectral model that they fitted
to the X-ray spectrum. We estimate the 2500 Å UV
luminosity (λL2500Å) at each epoch by converting the
Vega magnitudes in the UVW1 filter, using a photomet-
ric zero-point of 17.44 mag (Breeveld et al. 2011) and a
count rate to flux density conversion factor of 4.3×10−16
(for flux density in units of erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1; Poole et
al. 2008). This UVW1 filter has a central wavelength of
2600 Å and full-width at half-max of ∼683Å (Poole et
al. 2008), thus providing a relatively good estimate of
λL2500Å. Since Shappee et al. (2014) detected a time-
lag of 3.22 days between the X-ray and UVW1 light
curves in these observations, we add 3.22 days to the
observation dates of the X-ray light curve. Although
this shift essentially aligns the variability in the X-ray
and UVW1 light curves, the individual X-ray and UV
epochs in the light curve are no longer contemporane-
ous. We thus interpolate the shifted X-ray light curve
at each epoch of UV observations to produce pairs of
νL2keV and λL2500Å values to use in Equation 1. To
perform this interpolation, we fit the shifted νL2keV X-
ray light curve using a Gaussian process model, and in-
terpolate it at each MJD of the λL2500Å UV light curve.
We perform this Gaussian process modeling using the
George software (Ambikasaran et al. 2015), adopting an
exponential-squared covariance function and optimizing
the hyperparameters therein. We then remove epochs
at the beginning of the UV light curve which have MJD
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before the first epoch of the shifted X-ray light curve,
and we similarly remove epochs at the end of the shifted
X-ray light curve which have MJD after the last epoch
of the UV light curve, since calculation of αOX at these
epochs requires extrapolation of either the UV or shifted
X-ray light curves, and thus leads to poor constraints
on αOX. Finally, we subtract the host galaxy starlight
contribution to the λL2500Å luminosities. Since no UV
observations of NGC 2617 are available prior to its 2012
outburst and more recent observations show that fainter
nuclear activity still persists (Oknyansky et al. 2017),
the host galaxy luminosity must be estimated through
SED modeling. Shappee et al. (2014) fitted a model to
their multi-band data that incorporates accretion disk
and host galaxy starlight components, and showed that
their best-fitting host galaxy component (see their Fig-
ure 11) is well-described by the Sbc galaxy SED tem-
plate from Assef et al. (2010). We assume the best-fit
host galaxy luminosity of 1042 erg s−1 in the UVW1 fil-
ter from this modeling, and subtract this contribution
from the λL2500Å light curve. We examine the effects
of this assumption in Section A.2 in the Appendix, and
conclude that our results are not strongly affected by
the host galaxy subtraction.
The resulting λL2500Å and shifted νL2keV light curves
of NGC 2617 are shown in Figure 1, along with the fit-
ted Gaussian process models. The νL2keV light curve
has been shifted to account for the time-lag, while the
estimated host galaxy contribution has been subtracted
from the λL2500Å light curve, and both light curves have
been clipped at the beginning or end, as described above.
The αOX values are based on the measured λL2500Å at
each epoch, and a νL2keV interpolated from the Gaus-
sian process fitted to the νL2keV light curve. Our com-
puted λL2500Å (with host galaxy subtraction) and inter-
polated νL2keV values are listed in Table 1, along with
the corresponding αOX values.
2.2. Light curves of ZTF18aajupnt
ZTF18aajupnt is a nearby low-ionization nuclear
emission line region (LINER) galaxy at z = 0.0367
that underwent an outburst in 2017, transforming into
a Type 1 broad line AGN. After the discovery of this
outburst in optical imaging from the Zwicky Transient
Facility (ZTF; Graham et al. 2019b; Bellm et al. 2019),
Frederick et al. (2019) obtained well-sampled multi-
epoch Swift X-ray and UV/optical observations during
its decay in the optical. The Swift UV light curve shows
a slow fading over several months, while the X-ray light
curve shows a contemporaneous brightening. This be-
havior is likely probing a UV-to-X-ray SED evolution
that may reflect a change in its disk-corona geometry as
the Eddington ratio changes.
We calculate νL2keV and λL2500Å luminosities at each
light curve epoch of ZTF18aajupnt. For νL2keV, we use
the unabsorbed F (0.3− 10keV) fluxes reported by Fred-
erick et al. (2019), and assume the power-law spectral
model with photon index Γ = 2.82 measured using the
coadded XRT spectrum by Frederick et al. (2019). For
λL2500Å, we use the values reported by Frederick et al.
(2019). To estimate the host galaxy contribution to the
λL2500Å luminosities, we use the GALEX AB magni-
tude of NUV = 19 mag measured prior to the out-
burst by Frederick et al. (2019). We assume that the
host galaxy SED is described by the Sbc galaxy tem-
plate from Assef et al. (2010), similar to the results from
SED modeling of NGC 2617 by Shappee et al. (2014).
We then multiply this template SED with the GALEX
NUV filter transmission curve, and find that a host
galaxy luminosity of 1042.44 erg s−1 at 2500 Å is required
to produce the observed NUV = 19 mag. We thus
subtract this host galaxy luminosity from our λL2500Å
values, although we show in Section A.2 in the Ap-
pendix that our conclusions are not strongly affected
by the host galaxy subtraction. The resulting λL2500Å
(with host galaxy subtraction) and νL2keV light curves
of ZTF18aajupnt are shown in Figure 2, and their lu-
minosity values are listed in Table 2 along with their
corresponding αOX values.
2.3. Calculating Eddington ratios
We calculate a UV Eddington ratio using λL2500Å/LEdd
= λL2500Å/(1.26× 1038 MBH), for MBH in units of M,
and λL2500Å in units of erg s−1. For NGC 2617, we
assume MBH = 107.5±0.5 M as estimated from re-
verberation mapping of its broad Hβ emission (Faus-
naugh et al. 2017), which is in good agreement with
the MBH = 107.6±0.1 M estimated from the width
of its broad Hβ emission in single-epoch optical spec-
troscopy (Shappee et al. 2014). For ZTF18aajupnt,
we assume the Hβ single-epoch spectroscopic mass of
MBH = 10
6.4 M (Frederick et al. 2019). We note that
λL2500Å/LEdd is a UV Eddington ratio based on the
2500 Å luminosity rather than a bolometric Eddington
ratio. The evolution of λL2500Å/LEdd in an individual
AGN outburst is predicted to show a V-shape inversion,
similar to the bolometric Eddington ratio (e.g., see right
panel of Figure 1 in Sobolewska et al. 2011a), and we
compare our observations to predictions from X-ray bi-
naries below in Section 3.1. We use this UV Eddington
ratio rather than the bolometric Eddington ratio, since
this avoids having to apply a bolometric correction to
our observations, which can introduce additional sys-
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Figure 3. The combined UV-to-X-ray spectral evolution of ZTF18aajupnt and NGC 2617 during their outburst traces out a V-shaped
inversion that is predicted from X-ray binary outbursts. Left : The SED of ZTF18aajupnt (red points) hardens as the UV Eddington
ratio deceases, leading to a decrease in the UV-to-X-ray spectral index αOX. At lower UV Eddington ratios, the SED of NGC 2617 (blue
diamonds) softens as the UV Eddington ratio deceases, leading to an increase in αOX. When combined, these two changing-look AGN
reveal a clear V-shape inversion in the evolution of their αOX values as a function of UV Eddington ratio. Right : Prediction for the αOX
evolution in AGN, based on a prototypical outburst of the X-ray binary GRO J1655−40. This illustrates the predicted V-shape inversion
in the evolution of αOX in AGN, and is qualitatively similar to the observations in the left panel, thus suggesting that the changing-look
AGN phenomenon is analogous to X-ray binary outbursts. In Section 3.2, we suggest a qualitative interpretation for this V-shape evolution
of αOX in which AGN first undergo an accretion state transition from the high/soft state to the low/hard state as their Eddington ratios
decrease. Below a critical Eddington ratio, the SED then softens again due to reprocessing of Comptonized X-rays from the corona into
the UV/optical by the disk.
tematic uncertainties. For example, since the SEDs of
AGN may be expected to change as a function of MBH
(such as the theoretical T ∝ M−1/4BH scaling of the thin
accretion disk temperature at fixed Eddington ratio), it
is unclear whether bolometric corrections derived from
AGN with higher MBH can be directly applied to AGN
with lower MBH. Well-known bolometric corrections
for AGN based on the observed optical/UV (e.g., Elvis
et al. 1994; Richards et al. 2006; Runnoe et al. 2012)
and/or X-ray luminosities (e.g., Marconi et al. 2004; Va-
sudevan, & Fabian 2007; Lusso et al. 2010) are typically
created using samples of AGN with black hole masses
of MBH &108 M, while the MBH of our changing-look
AGN here are a factor of up to ∼101.6 lower.
3. THE EVOLUTION OF αOX
AS A FUNCTION OF EDDINGTON RATIO
3.1. Comparison of Observations to Predictions
The change in αOX as a function of Eddington ra-
tio for each of our two changing-look AGN displays a
distinct pattern. Figure 3 (left panel) displays the ob-
served evolution of αOX as a function of λL2500Å/LEdd,
for both NGC 2617 and ZTF18aajupnt. ZTF18aajupnt
is at higher λL2500Å/LEdd during these observations,
and displays a positive correlation between αOX and
λL2500Å/LEdd, such that its SED hardens (αOX de-
creases) when λL2500Å/LEdd decreases. This correlation
is well-known from single-epoch UV/X-ray observations
of samples of luminous AGN, and was also observed in
multi-epoch UV/X-ray observations during the fading of
Mrk 1018 (Husemann et al. 2016; Noda & Done 2018).
Here, we are also directly observing a SED hardening as
λL2500Å/LEdd decreases in a changing-look AGN, using
well-sampled UV and X-ray light curves. In X-ray bi-
naries, an analogous hardening of their X-ray spectra is
also observed as their bolometric Eddington ratio fades
towards Lbol/LEdd ∼ 10−2, and is the hallmark of an ac-
cretion state transition from the high/soft state to the
low/hard state.
In contrast to ZTF18aajupnt, NGC 2617 is at sig-
nificantly lower λL2500Å/LEdd during its outburst, and
displays the opposite spectral evolution. Figure 3 (left
panel) shows for NGC 2617, αOX is negatively cor-
related with λL2500Å/LEdd, such that is SED soft-
ens (αOX increases) with decreasing λL2500Å/LEdd.
In low-luminosity AGN, this spectral softening at
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low λL2500Å/LEdd was previously only observed us-
ing single-epoch UV/X-ray observations of a sample of
faded changing-look AGN, and relied on careful sample
selection to avoid complications from dust extinction
and a spread in black hole mass (Ruan et al. 2019).
Here, we are directly observing this spectral softening
using light curves of an individual AGN for the first
time. In X-ray binaries, an analogous softening of their
X-ray spectra is also observed as their bolometric lumi-
nosity fades below .10−2LEdd, and this behavior has
been suggested to be due to a change in the dominant
emission mechanism (Sobolewska et al. 2011b).
When combined, the observed spectral evolution of
ZTF18aajupnt and NGC 2617 in Figure 3 (left panel)
traces out a V-shape inversion in the behavior of αOX as
a function of λL2500Å/LEdd, which is predicted from X-
ray binary outbursts. The observations show that the
inversion occurs at a critical λL2500Å/LEdd ∼ 10−2.4,
and the highest λL2500Å data points for NGC 2617
even appear to display hints of the inversion directly.
In Figure 3 (right panel), we compare these observa-
tions to predictions by Sobolewska et al. (2011a) for the
evolution of αOX as a function of λL2500Å/LEdd in an
MBH = 10
8 M AGN. These predictions are based on
modeling the multi-epoch Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer
(RXTE ) X-ray spectra of a prototypical outburst in the
X-ray binary GRO J1655−40, and then scaling the tem-
perature of the disk component to supermassive black
holes. Furthermore, the heating-to-cooling compactness
ratio of the Comptonized component is assumed to be
the same in AGN as inferred from GRO J1655−40 (see
Sobolewska et al. 2011a for details). Figure 3 illustrates
the qualitative agreement between the observations and
predictions, as both display a characteristic V-shape
evolution of αOX. However, the inversion is predicted
to occur at a lower λL2500Å/LEdd value than observed,
and we explore possible reasons for this discrepancy in
Section A of the Appendix. In Section 3.2 below, we sug-
gest a possible interpretation of the observed V-shape
evolution of αOX, based on reprocessing of X-rays.
3.2. A Reprocessing-Based Interpretation
of the Inversion of αOX
Interpretations of our observed V-shape evolution of
αOX as a function of λL2500Å/LEdd in AGN as traced by
changing-look AGN should take into account the time-
lags detected in NGC 2617. While the right side of the
V-shape evolution of αOX in Figure 3 (in which the SED
hardens as λL2500Å/LEdd decreases) may be explained
as an accretion state transition from the high/soft state
to the low/hard state, the subsequent SED softening as
λL2500Å/LEdd decreases further is still unclear. In the
data we use here, the SED softening at low Edding-
ton ratios is probed by NGC 2617, which is well-known
to display robust reverberation lags between the X-
ray, UV, and optical continuum emission (e.g., Shappee
et al. 2014; Oknyansky et al. 2017; Fausnaugh et al.
2018). Shappee et al. (2014) showed that these rever-
beration lags in the multi-wavelength light curves are
well-described by a simple model where a central X-ray
source above the black hole irradiates the accretion disk,
which reprocesses the X-rays into UV/optical emission
(Kazanas & Nayakshin 2001; Cackett et al. 2007). In
this model, the UV/optical continuum during the ob-
served outburst of NGC 2617 is dominated by this re-
processed emission, with a smaller additional contribu-
tion powered by internal dissipation in the underlying
accretion disk.
Our results suggest that the SED softening (increas-
ing αOX) below a critical value of λL2500Å/LEdd in AGN
may be due to reprocessing of X-ray emission. As X-
ray emission from the central source is reprocessed into
the UV/optical by the disk, the resultant UV/optical
light curve is smoothed out in comparison to the driv-
ing X-ray light curve because of the finite light-crossing
time across the reprocessing region. This smoothing is
clearly observed in the X-ray and UV light curves of
NGC 2617 in Figure 1, where the X-ray light curve dis-
plays stronger and sharper variability in comparison to
the UV light curve. Critically, this smoothing naturally
causes the SED to display a softer when fainter (or con-
versely, harder when brighter) correlation between αOX
and λL2500Å/LEdd. In other words, since the driving X-
rays vary with greater amplitude than the UV/optical
emission in Figure 1, the SED hardens (αOX decreases)
at higher λL2500Å/LEdd, and softens (αOX increases) at
lower λL2500Å/LEdd. Thus, reprocessing of X-rays can
naturally produce the left side of the V-shape evolution
of αOX in Figure 3.
We describe a qualitative picture of the full V-shape
evolution of αOX in Figure 3, for an AGN fading from
high Lbol/LEdd & 10−1 to low Lbol/LEdd . 10−4.
A luminous AGN in the high/soft state (i.e., at high
Lbol/LEdd & 10−1) has a soft SED (high αOX) due to
strong UV/optical emission from its luminous accretion
disk. As its Lbol/LEdd decreases towards Lbol/LEdd ∼
10−2, the AGN undergoes an accretion state transition
into the low/hard state and its SED hardens (αOX de-
creases), possibly due to truncation of the inner disk as
it evaporates into an optically thin ADAF. This pro-
duces the the right side of the V-shape evolution of αOX
in Figure 3. Below a critical Lbol/LEdd . 10−2, the
thermal UV/optical emission from the disk becomes suf-
ficiently dim that Comptonized X-rays from the ADAF
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that are reprocessed by the disk begin to dominate the
UV/optical emission, over the emission that is pow-
ered by internal dissipation in the disk. Since repro-
cessing creates a SED softening as Lbol/LEdd decreases
(the softer when fainter trend) as discussed above, this
causes αOX to invert and begin increasing as Lbol/LEdd
decreases further, producing the the left side of the V-
shape evolution of αOX in Figure 3. Furthermore, since
X-ray binaries also display this characteristic SED evo-
lution, our results suggest that reprocessing is occurring
in X-ray binaries as well (e.g., Gierliński et al. 2008),
and is responsible for the softening of their X-ray emis-
sion at low Lbol/LEdd in the low/hard state. However,
it is unclear whether differences in the details of repro-
cessing in AGN and X-ray binaries could account for the
discrepancy in the exact λL2500Å/LEdd value at which
the inversion in αOX occurs between the observations of
AGN and predictions from X-ray binaries in Figure 3,
and we defer a more quantitative study of this repro-
cessing picture to a future investigation.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We trace the evolution of the UV-to-X-ray spectral
index αOX in two changing-look AGN over a wide range
of Eddington ratios. Unlike previous studies that relied
on single-epoch observations of samples of AGN with a
wide range of Eddington ratios, here we use light curves
of two individual changing-look AGN (NGC 2617 and
ZTF18aajupnt) as they vary dramatically in luminosity.
We show that the combination of these two changing-
look AGN alone can trace out the V-shape inversion in
the evolution of αOX as a function of Eddington ratio,
which is predicted in AGN from observations of X-ray
binary outbursts. Since the evolution of αOX probes the
geometry of the disk-corona system in AGN, this sug-
gests that the physical changes in the accretion flows
of changing-look AGN are analogous to those in X-ray
binary outbursts. Furthermore, we suggest a scenario
in which the observed SED softening at low Eddington
ratios in both AGN and X-ray binaries are due to repro-
cessing of Comptonized X-rays by the accretion disk,
based on the reverberation time-lags between the X-ray
and UV emission in NGC 2617.
Our results emphasize the need for contemporane-
ous UV and X-ray light curves in interpreting quasar
variability phenomena. The ∼few year timescales ob-
served for changing-look AGN at both higher Edding-
ton ratios (e.g., ZTF18aajupnt) and lower Eddington
ratios (e.g., NGC 2617) suggest that the short timescales
for dramatic variability in changing-look AGN can oc-
cur over a wide range of Eddington ratios. This in
turn suggests that wide-field time-domain imaging sur-
veys such as ZTF (Graham et al. 2019b; Bellm et al.
2019) should discover many more outbursting AGN, and
multi-wavelength follow-up (e.g., with Swift) over the
ensuing ∼year will be able to follow the αOX evolution
of a number of individual AGN. This ability to map
AGN variability phenomena to those observed in X-ray
binary outbursts will enable possible studies of, e.g.,
hysteresis behavior during AGN outburst, searches for
quasi-periodic oscillations during AGN accretion state
transitions, and even the launching/quenching of AGN
radio jets.
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Table 1. Swift X-ray and UV light curve of NGC 2617 Columns in-
clude the date of the observation, the 2500 Å luminosity, the 2 keV luminosity,
the UV-to-X-ray spectral index, and the UV Eddington ratio.
Date log(λL2500Å) log(νL2keV) αOX log(λL2500Å/LEdd)
(MJD) [erg s−1] [erg s−1]
55516.8 42.99 ± 0.02 42.55 ± 0.06 1.17 ± 0.02 -2.63 ± 0.06
55517.5 42.98 ± 0.02 42.48 ± 0.04 1.19 ± 0.02 -2.65 ± 0.04
55518.6 43.00 ± 0.02 42.45 ± 0.04 1.21 ± 0.02 -2.63 ± 0.04
55519.5 43.01 ± 0.02 42.50 ± 0.04 1.20 ± 0.02 -2.61 ± 0.04
55521.0 43.10 ± 0.02 42.70 ± 0.05 1.15 ± 0.02 -2.53 ± 0.05
55521.8 43.15 ± 0.01 42.83 ± 0.05 1.12 ± 0.02 -2.47 ± 0.05
55523.4 43.14 ± 0.01 43.03 ± 0.04 1.04 ± 0.02 -2.49 ± 0.04
55524.2 43.21 ± 0.01 43.08 ± 0.04 1.05 ± 0.02 -2.41 ± 0.04
55524.8 43.19 ± 0.02 43.09 ± 0.04 1.04 ± 0.02 -2.43 ± 0.04
55526.3 43.22 ± 0.01 43.05 ± 0.04 1.07 ± 0.02 -2.40 ± 0.05
55528.0 43.22 ± 0.01 42.97 ± 0.04 1.10 ± 0.02 -2.40 ± 0.04
55531.6 43.23 ± 0.02 42.94 ± 0.06 1.11 ± 0.02 -2.40 ± 0.06
55533.1 43.28 ± 0.02 42.94 ± 0.05 1.13 ± 0.02 -2.34 ± 0.05
55534.3 43.22 ± 0.02 42.96 ± 0.05 1.10 ± 0.02 -2.40 ± 0.05
55535.2 43.32 ± 0.02 42.97 ± 0.04 1.13 ± 0.02 -2.30 ± 0.04
55536.1 43.28 ± 0.01 43.00 ± 0.04 1.11 ± 0.02 -2.35 ± 0.04
55536.9 43.26 ± 0.01 43.02 ± 0.04 1.09 ± 0.02 -2.36 ± 0.04
55537.9 43.27 ± 0.01 43.04 ± 0.04 1.09 ± 0.02 -2.35 ± 0.04
55539.3 43.24 ± 0.01 43.05 ± 0.04 1.07 ± 0.01 -2.39 ± 0.04
55540.1 43.21 ± 0.01 43.04 ± 0.04 1.06 ± 0.02 -2.41 ± 0.04
55541.1 43.21 ± 0.02 43.03 ± 0.04 1.07 ± 0.02 -2.42 ± 0.04
55542.0 43.21 ± 0.01 43.02 ± 0.04 1.07 ± 0.02 -2.41 ± 0.04
55543.4 43.18 ± 0.01 42.99 ± 0.04 1.07 ± 0.02 -2.44 ± 0.04
55544.3 43.15 ± 0.02 42.94 ± 0.04 1.08 ± 0.02 -2.47 ± 0.04
55545.3 43.12 ± 0.02 42.84 ± 0.04 1.11 ± 0.02 -2.50 ± 0.04
55546.0 43.07 ± 0.02 42.74 ± 0.04 1.13 ± 0.02 -2.56 ± 0.04
55546.5 43.06 ± 0.02 42.65 ± 0.04 1.16 ± 0.02 -2.56 ± 0.04
55547.5 43.05 ± 0.02 42.47 ± 0.04 1.22 ± 0.02 -2.57 ± 0.04
55549.3 43.03 ± 0.02 42.25 ± 0.05 1.30 ± 0.02 -2.60 ± 0.05
55550.7 43.01 ± 0.02 42.30 ± 0.05 1.27 ± 0.02 -2.61 ± 0.05
55551.6 43.03 ± 0.02 42.41 ± 0.05 1.24 ± 0.02 -2.60 ± 0.05
55554.6 43.01 ± 0.02 42.81 ± 0.05 1.08 ± 0.02 -2.61 ± 0.05
55558.5 42.91 ± 0.02 42.21 ± 0.08 1.27 ± 0.03 -2.71 ± 0.08
55558.8 42.90 ± 0.02 42.15 ± 0.08 1.29 ± 0.03 -2.73 ± 0.08
55559.6 42.91 ± 0.02 42.07 ± 0.07 1.32 ± 0.03 -2.71 ± 0.07
55560.8 42.92 ± 0.02 42.06 ± 0.06 1.33 ± 0.02 -2.70 ± 0.06
55562.9 42.99 ± 0.02 42.39 ± 0.05 1.23 ± 0.02 -2.63 ± 0.05
55563.6 42.97 ± 0.02 42.53 ± 0.08 1.17 ± 0.03 -2.66 ± 0.08
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Table 2. Swift X-ray and UV light curves of ZTF18aajupnt
Columns include the date of the observation, the 2500 Å luminosity,
the 2 keV luminosity, the UV-to-X-ray spectral index, and the UV
Eddington ratio.
Date log(λL2500Å) log(νL2keV) αOX log(λL2500Å/LEdd)
(MJD) [erg s−1] [erg s−1]
58329 42.75 40.86 1.73 -1.76
58342 42.66 41.20 1.56 -1.85
58350 42.59 41.42 1.45 -1.93
58352 42.60 41.18 1.54 -1.92
58357 42.62 41.40 1.47 -1.89
58362 42.59 41.59 1.38 -1.93
58379 42.56 41.51 1.40 -1.95
58384 42.59 41.68 1.35 -1.93
58389 42.51 41.59 1.36 -2.00
58394 42.58 41.80 1.30 -1.94
58399 42.51 41.76 1.29 -2.00
58404 42.49 41.80 1.26 -2.03
58445 42.44 41.71 1.28 -2.07
58450 42.42 41.64 1.30 -2.09
58455 42.47 41.85 1.24 -2.04
58460 42.44 41.87 1.22 -2.07
58559 42.31 41.86 1.17 -2.20
APPENDIX
A. CONSISTENCY CHECKS
Although our observations of changing-look AGN in Figure 3 (left panel) are in broad agreement with the predictions
from X-ray binary outbursts in Figure 3 (right panel), the V-shape inversion is observed to occur at a critical UV
Eddington ratio of λL2500Å/LEdd ∼ 10−2.4, while the predictions suggest that it should instead occur at a lower
value of λL2500Å/LEdd ∼ 10−3. We discuss three possible reasons for this ∼0.6 dex discrepancy, including the effects
of differences in black hole mass, possible issues in our subtraction of the host galaxy starlight, and challenges in
generating the predictions from observations of X-ray binary outbursts. It is unclear if any of these possibilities can
account for the discrepancy.
A.1. Effects of Differences in Black Hole Mass
Differences in the black hole masses of the observations and predictions can lead to systematic differences in
λL2500Å/LEdd. In Figure 3, the predictions assume a black hole mass ofMBH = 108 M, while our changing-look AGN
have lower masses (107.5 M for NGC 2617, and 106.4 M for ZTF18aajupnt). Since the SED shapes of black hole
accretion flows are expected to change as a function of MBH, λL2500Å/LEdd can be systematically different for our ob-
served changing-look AGN in comparison to the predictions that assume MBH = 108 M. For example, since the thin
disk emission in AGN with lower MBH is expected to peak at higher frequencies, λL2500Å/LEdd for AGN at different
black hole masses will not probe the same part of the SED. To gauge whether this effect strongly affects our results,
we compare the expected difference in λL2500Å/LEdd for accretion disks with mass MBH = 108 M (assumed in the
predictions in Figure 3) and 107.5 M (the mass of NGC 2617, which probes the inversion in Figure 3). We compute
theoretical optical/UV SEDs of a standard Shakura-Sunyaev thin accretion disk (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973), assuming
an Eddington ratio of 10−2 and an inner edge at 6rg (where rg is the gravitational radius). We find that λL2500Å/LEdd
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is 0.20 dex lower for an AGN with MBH = 107.5 M than an AGN with MBH = 108 M. We also empirically test this
conclusion using the reverberation-mapped sample of 29 AGN from Vasudevan & Fabian (2009), who measured MBH,
Γ, νL2−10leV, Lbol/LEdd, and αOX using contemporaneous UV/optical and X-ray observations from XMM-Newton.
Similar to our theoretical test, we select a sub-sample of objects (Fairall 9, Mrk 590, Mrk 79, NGC 3516, NGC 5548,
PG 2130+099) that lie within both a narrow range of low Eddington ratios of 10−2.5 < Lbol/LEdd < 10−1.5, and black
hole masses of 107 < MBH < 109. We divide these 6 objects into a high-MBH subsample with mean 〈MBH〉= 108.3
M, and a low-MBH subsample with mean 〈MBH〉= 107.7 M. We find that λL2500Å/LEdd is 0.30 dex lower for the
low-MBH subsample than for the high-MBH subsample. Thus, our theoretical and empirical tests suggest that that
differences in MBH are unlikely to be the origin of the discrepancy in the λL2500Å/LEdd at which the inversion occurs
between the observations and predictions, because carefully accounting for this effect would actually sightly increase
the discrepancy.
A.2. Host Galaxy Subtraction
Differences in the host galaxy subtraction procedure can also lead to divergent values of λL2500Å/LEdd. Since we
subtracted an estimate of the host galaxy contribution from the λL2500Å luminosities, it is possible that the observed
inversion at λL2500Å/LEdd ∼ 10−2.4 may shift to a different value of λL2500Å/LEdd if a different host galaxy luminosity
is assumed. We test this empirically, by changing our assumed host galaxy luminosities to higher and lower values
that likely bracket the true value, and re-creating Figure 3 to display the results. We first assume that the host galaxy
contributions to λL2500Å for both NGC 2617 and ZTF18aajupnt are 80% of the faintest data point in their respective
λL2500Å light curves. In this strong host galaxy contribution scenario, the host galaxy λL2500Å for NGC 2617 and
ZTF18aajupnt are 1042.8 erg s−1 and 1042.54 erg s−1, respectively. This is in contrast to the fiducial host galaxy
λL2500Å of 1042.0 erg s−1 and 1042.44 erg s−1 we previously assumed for NGC 2617 and ZTF18aajupnt respectively in
Figure 3. The resulting αOX evolution as a function of λL2500Å/LEdd for this strong host galaxy subtraction case is
shown in Figure 4 (left panel). We then assume low host galaxy contributions to λL2500Å of 0 for both NGC 2617 and
ZTF18aajupnt (i.e., we do not perform any host galaxy subtraction), and show the resulting αOX evolution for this
no host galaxy subtraction case in Figure 4 (right panel). A comparison of Figure 4 to our fiducial results in Figure 3
demonstrates that (a) the observed V-shaped inversion in the evolution of αOX is not strongly dependent on the host
galaxy subtraction, and (b) the discrepancy between the observations and predictions for the critical λL2500Å/LEdd
value at which the αOX inversion occurs persists even when changing the assumed host galaxy luminosity over a wide
range of values. This insensitivity of the inflection point in Figure 4 to the host galaxy subtraction can be understood
by considering how the data points in Figure 4 move when different host galaxy luminosities are assumed. Subtracting
a host galaxy contribution from the observed λL2500Å light curve of an individual object will cause the λL2500Å/LEdd
values to decrease more strongly for data points at low λL2500Å than for data points at high λL2500Å. This effect can
be seen in Figure 4, where the low-λL2500Å/LEdd data points for both NGC 2617 and ZTF18aajupnt shift to the left
significantly more when subtracting a strong host galaxy contribution, while the high λL2500Å/LEdd data points do
not shift as strongly. Since the inflection point in Figure 4 is probed primarily by the high-λL2500Å/LEdd data points
of NGC 2617, this causes the inflection point to be rather insensitive to the host galaxy subtraction.
A.3. Systematics in Predictions from X-ray Binaries
Lastly, the X-ray binary spectral modeling that produced the predictions in Figure 3 (right panel) may systematically
under-predict the λL2500Å/LEdd value at which the inflection point occurs. These predictions are based on modeling
the RXTE multi-epoch X-ray spectra throughout the outburst of GRO J1655−40 using thin disk and Comptonized
coronal spectral components. At lower Eddington ratios during the outburst, the accretion disk emission shifts to softer
X-rays due to a decrease in the effective disk temperature. In combination with RXTE ’s relatively low sensitivity to soft
X-rays, measuring the thin disk temperature is more difficult in this regime. Any systematic errors in the measured
thin disk temperature at lower Eddington ratios will then propagate into the predictions for the αOX evolution of
AGN, especially at the lower λL2500Å/LEdd where the V-shape inversion occurs. We suggest two possible future
approaches to test this possibility. From the X-ray binary side, additional X-ray spectral modeling of X-ray binary
outbursts (especially as they fade to low Eddington ratios) and scaling to supermassive black holes can test whether
the predicted inversion in αOX indeed occurs at λL2500Å/LEdd ∼ 10−3 as inferred from GRO J1655−40. For example,
future X-ray observations that follow the fading of the recent outbursts of MAXI J1820+070 (e.g., Kawamuro et al.
2018; Tucker et al. 2018) into quiescence can improve predictions for the inversion of αOX. This may be performed
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Figure 4. Our results on the V-shape inversion in the αOX evolution of changing-look AGN are not strongly dependent on our subtraction
of the host galaxy starlight. Left : The evolution of the UV-to-X-ray spectral index αOX as a function of the UV Eddington ratio
λL2500Å/LEdd (similar to Figure 3), after subtracting a stronger host galaxy component from λL2500Å (see Section A.2). Right : The
evolution of the UV-to-X-ray spectral index αOX as a function of the UV Eddington ratio λL2500Å/LEdd (similar to the left panel), but
without subtracting a host galaxy component from λL2500Å (see Section A.2). In either case of assuming a strong host galaxy component
or no host galaxy component, the V-shape inversion does not shift to significantly different values of λL2500Å/LEdd. Thus, the details of
our host galaxy subtraction are unlikely to be the origin of the discrepancy between the observations and predictions in Figure 3.
using the Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER; Gendreau et al. 2016), thanks to its higher sensitivity
to soft X-rays from the faint thin disk spectral component at low Eddington ratios. From the AGN side, additional
UV/X-ray observations of changing-look AGN can further test whether the inversion of αOX is indeed observed to
occur at λL2500Å/LEdd ∼ 10−2.4. This may soon be possible with additional Swift monitoring of ZTF18aajupnt, which
might reveal fading in the X-rays, and an inversion in its αOX evolution.
